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In a recent paper, Structural Analysis of Network Traffic Flows, we analyzed the set of
Origin Destination traffic flows from the Sprint-Europe and Abilene backbone networks. This
report presents the complete set of results from analyzing data from both networks. The results
in this report are specific to the Sprint-1 and Abilene datasets studied in the above paper. The
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1
1 Rows of Principal Matrix (V )
In this section, we present all the rows of principal matrix V for the Sprint-1 and Abilene datasets.
Please note that the follow results are sorted from large to small OD flow (in terms of mean rate).







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































In this section, we first present all the 169 eigenflows from the Sprint-1 dataset. Following this, we
present the entire set of 121 eigenflows from the Abilene dataset.
2.1 Sprint-1





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































In this section, we present the results of the procedure detailed in our original paper for classifying
eigenflows. For all the 169 and 121 eigenflows from the Sprint-1 and Abilene datasets respectively,
we plot (a) Fourier Frequency, (b) 5 σ threshold and (c) QQplot. Recall that 99.9% of the total
energy is captured by the first 50 and the first 90 eigenflows for Sprint-1 and Abilene respectively.
However, here we present the entire set of eigenflows from both datasets, for completeness. Note
that the 5 σ threshold lines (in red) are only plotted if the treshold test is violated.
3.1 Sprint-1
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